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Chatbots: big buzz but not very popular with customers…
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[Forrester Reserch]

Out of 190 brands surveyed:



Current conversational systems are at the level of 1st websites
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Characteristics of the 1st generation of conversational systems

1st gen conversation systems:

Q&A chatbots

personal assistants

intent-action dialogue

gestural embodiment

1 machine to 1 user interaction

text-based, mechanical
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Towards the 2nd generation of conversational systems

1st gen conversation systems:

Q&A chatbots

personal assistants

intent-action dialogue

gestural embodiment

1 machine to 1 user interaction

text-based, mechanical

2nd gen conversation systems:

conversational chatbots

collaborative agents

learning from logs and from teaching

natural language generation

multi-party conversation

speech, text, and imagery

environmental embodiment

expressive, emotional, empathetic
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Core AI @ BRL – Main research areas

SPEECH PROCESSING

Goal: advance cutting edge 
speech technology.

Status: developing next 
generation TTS system; 
exploring multimodal STT.

WATSON IN PORTUGUESE

Goal: to improve Watson in 
Portuguese offerings.

Status: deployed entity 
resolution in WA; 
supported STT 
customization; deployed 
new STT model with BRL 
data.

MACHINE TEACHING

Goal: to enable domain 
experts to create AI 
systems in natural ways.

Status: HCI studies and 
development of MT 
interfaces; MT system at 
Catavento.

DIALOGUE TECH

Goal: new dialogue 
capabilities to enhance 
Watson offerings.

Status: exploring seq2seq 
methods for affective text 
transformation; analyzing 
WC14/18 for 
bias/offensive; multi-bot 
orchestration.
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AI Assistant
High Level Architecture

AI 
functions

planning 
domains

deep 
learning 
dialog 

models
traditional 

code

knowledge 
graphs

Q&A pairs

Watson 
Assistnat

dialog 

models

HCI 
research

on
teaching 
patterns
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generation, 
ranking & 

scoring

Question 
rendering
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Correction 
Understanding
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Driven Learning

Architected 

Learning

Learning 
orchestration

Offline ingestion

raw data (chat logs, 
documents, websites)

Direct instruction
Answers to questions

text/visual 
question

text/visual 
interface

Dialog Repository

Learning goal set by 
direct instruction

Chat logs

Interaction
Templates

Conflict, 
Similarity and 
Gap Analysis 
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Management

Knowledge 
and Rationale 
Management



multi-party 
conversation



Personal Assistants vs Teams of Expert Agents
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finch : self-service finance advising using multiple chatbots

What: easy-to-use, interactive investment 

adviser which helps user  to make more 

informed financial decisions.

Customer: mass affluent, less than 40 years, digitally 

enabled, people who do not like and/or do not 

know finances.

Strategic intent: to capture wealth advice market by 

pro-active handling of lack of financial knowledge 

and uneasiness with money.

How: to establish a chat with the user(s) 

where they can converse with bots 

representing different investment options; 

chat is moderated by a friendly finance 

investment adviser (InvestmentGuru).

investmentGuru
proactive bot,

moderates chat

user(s)

cdbGuru
reactive bot,
expert in CDB
(government bonds)

poupancaGuru
reactive bot,
expert in poupanca
(traditional savings)

from Q&A dialog to multiparty chat
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tesouroGuru
reactive bot,
expert in tesouro direto
(treasury bonds)



Study: Personal Assistant X Team of Expert Agents

RQ1: Is the outcome of the collaborating with a personal 

chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat similar?
rq1a: Do users of a personal chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat perceive their competence as similar?

rq1b: Do users of a personal chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat perceive their effectiveness as similar?

rq1c: Do users of a personal chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat perceive their trustworthiness as similar?

RQ2: Is the process of collaborating with a personal chatbot 

or an equivalent multi-bot chat similar?
rq2a: Is the user equally able to predict the behavior of a personal chatbot and a multi-bot chat?

rq2b: Is the user equally able to direct the behavior of a personal chatbot and multi-bot chat?

rq2c: Is the user equally able to manage common ground with a personal chatbot and a multi-bot-chat?

???

RQ1: Is the outcome of the collaborating with a personal 

chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat similar?
rq1a: Do users of a personal chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat perceive their competence as similar?

rq1b: Do users of a personal chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat perceive their effectiveness as similar?

rq1c: Do users of a personal chatbot or an equivalent multi-bot chat perceive their trustworthiness as similar?

RQ2: Is the process of collaborating with a personal chatbot 

or an equivalent multi-bot chat similar?
rq2a: Is the user equally able to predict the behavior of a personal chatbot and a multi-bot chat?

rq2b: Is the user equally able to direct the behavior of a personal chatbot and multi-bot chat?

rq2c: Is the user equally able to manage common ground with a personal chatbot and a multi-bot-chat?

???

???

1st study, quantitative, 69 participants

2nd study, qualitative, 16 participants
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Is collaborating with a personal chatbot equivalent

to with an (equivalent) multi-bot chat system?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.08157



Multi-bot System at Art Exhibition in Brazil: “Café com os Santiagos”
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Visitors interact with 3 bots build on WCS representing characters 

of “Dom Casmurro”, a famous 19th century book in Portuguese.

Visitors can ask any question but bots only answer with actual 

sentences from dialogues from the book; bots learn with visitors.

Answers are shown in animated text projected on table.

Part of “Conscience Cybernetic [?]” art exhibtion at Itau Cultural 

(São Paulo) – 100,000 visitors expected June to August 2017.

https://youtu.be/NfwJlQ5u1eo

Heloisa Candello, Claudio Pinhanez, Paulo Costa

https://youtu.be/NfwJlQ5u1eo


Does direct address affects user experience, Claudio?

without direct address (V1)

with direct address to user (V2)

studies conducted at Café com os Santiagos art exhibit

half of visitors received replies with their names in it, using vocatives and polite 

terms such as “Mr.”, or “dear”.

method 1: conversation log analysis of 1455 users in 3 weeks

method 2: field study with semi-structured interviews

I felt part of the conversation.

The characters talked to me. 

no significant difference

no significant difference

no significant difference

Heloisa Candello et al. Submitted to CHI 2019.



Seq2Seq
tone rephrasing



Seq2Seq Tone Rephrasing

To explore Twitter data to create corpora to train 

seq2seq models (neural networks) for 

tone rephrasing.

Parallel corpora could be created 

automatically using the timeframe of the 

events and advanced NLP filtering.
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World Cup 2018 Data (English)
– 64 games

– 13,093,207 posts (without retweets)

– 204,581 posts on average

Sample tweets:
– Neymar is constantly working his way up my favorite humans list

– He is by far the worst flopper

– Ridiculous how inconsistent the application of VAR is



Methodology for parallel corpus creation
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Results: almost 100% of rephrasing, Seq2Seq better than Set2Set 



machine teaching



A new discipline, Machine Teaching

What is Machine Teaching?

Machine Teaching (MT) is the research discipline which 
aims to make teachers/trainers more productive at 
building machine learning systems, employing less data 
and using high-level knowledge.

Machine Teaching is focused on the efficacy of the 
teachers, considering human cost measures, such as 
availability, productivity, interpretability, scaling, and 
robustness. It also aims to expand to non-ML experts 
the ability to create ML systems by simplifying and 
making more natural the teaching/training process.



Machine Teaching of Customer Care Systems

Focus HCI of MT

1. understanding the UX of MT
(also to inspire the new machine learning 
algorithms)

2. designing/developing interfaces for MT

3. defining the translation mechanisms 
(translators) between the interface and the 
conversational system

ML-based chatbot 
system

interface system translatorsactions

Goal: to create a conversational customer 

care system which learns how to interact with 

customers by attending teaching sessions with 

a human expert with no AI or programming 

expertise.

The customer care system is able to interact 

with the human expert by asking questions 

and receiving feedback in natural ways



2019 main projects



Core AI 2019: Main Active Projects

MACHINE TEACHING FOR 
CUSTOMER CARE
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AI Assistant
High Level Architecture
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Learning
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Chat logs

Interaction
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SEQ2SEQ TEXT 
REPHRASING FOR 
TONE AND BIAS

TEXT-TO-SPEECH QUALITY 
AND ADAPTABILITY

MULTIMEDIA ANALYTICS 
AND TRANSCRIPTION

WATSON PT-BR STT 
IMPROVEMENT

CREATING DATASETS OF 
CUSTOMER CARE DIALOG

LEARNING DIALOG 
ORCHESTRATION

CATAVENTO

RAVEL – DIALOG 
ORCHESTRATION

BIAS IN MACHINE 
LEARNING

SANTIAGOS DEMO

MACHINE TEACHING BY 
HIGH-LEVEL EXPERTS 

CREATING DATASETS 
OF PT-BR SPEECH
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